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A LETTER FROM THE 
EDITOR- IN -CHIEF

all is here and holiday 
shopping is reaching 

its peak, in this RUNWAY we 
searched all over the internet to 
find the best holiday shopping 
links and gifts to take some of 
that holiday shopping research 
off your plate. As always my 
incredible staff came up with 
some great information and we 
hope you enjoy the material we 
covered. As for fall fashion, we 
mainly focused on Milan, Paris 
and New York, all the shows can 
found on RUNWAY TV in full for 
you. Don’t forget to tune in using 
any web browser to our live 24-
hour television feed.

We had some amazing 
spreads shot for this issue, I like 

to thank all the photographers 
that put their time into the 
process. Plus, we had some 
amazing celebrity’s Q & A for 
this issue, these interviews will 
defiantly put a smile on your face. 
One of my highlights for this 
issue was questioning Keisha 
about the next Game of Thrones 
episodes, but apparently they 
shoot it in 3 ways so know one 
knows. Sorry Game of Thrones 
fans, only fashion in this interview.

Please remember to check 
us out on social media @runway 
on all platforms, and stay tuned 
for the pictorial Winter Issue of 
RUNWAY on December 22nd.

Vincent Midnight 
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photographer || miguel herrera  
model || cheyenne mailey 
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make up artist || miguel herrera  

make up artist || clotilde sourisseau 
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A DAY AT  THE SPA

hen you show up at the Hotel 
Bel-Air Spa, you’re greeted  

with the perfect combination of  
luxury and the great outdoors 
Located on 12 acres with beautiful 
gardens surrounding the pristinely 
designed structure, the spa’s 
design is focused on connecting 
the experience of nature with 
sophisticated leisure. Staying close 
to Mother Nature helps relax and 
soothe; but heated massage  
tables, warm towels upon arrival,  
and head-to-toe beauty treatment 
can really take you to another level. 

High-level spas cater to your 
individual needs; so when you’re 
choosing your facials, massages, 
and treatments you’ll have a wide 
variety of options. If having too many 
choices intimidates you, don’t fret. 
Explain your needs and they’ll help 
you pick the right options.

FACIALS
When you’re ready for your facial, 
you’ll be greeted with 10 different 
options that range from caviar to 
microdermabrasion to platinum. 
Because anti-aging is a prominent 

The world today is ultra-digital and always busy. In the midst of all the hustle 
it can be hard to find the time to relax. If this story sounds all too familiar to 
you, it might be time for a day at the spa. The best spas pride themselves on 
being relaxing, rejuvenating, and the most perfect vacation you can fit into 
one day. The Forbes-rated 5-star Hotel Bel-Air Spa by La Prairie, located 
in Los Angeles, is one such chic establishment. After a recent facelift, it has 
quickly risen up the charts as one of the premier spas on the West Coast.

W
focus at the Hotel Bel-Air Spa, most of 
the facials focus on lifting, firming, and 
smoothing skin. Who doesn’t love looking 
young?

The spa’s newest specialty, which 
has powerful anti-aging abilities, is the 
Advanced Marine Biology Facial. Unique 
healing and restorative plants are found 
deep in the ocean; and this facial uses 
those qualities to give you a fresh, young, 
and glowing look. Nature lovers don’t 
be afraid! The plant-gathering process 
is completely eco-friendly. The oceanic 
materials are collected from a protected 
environment using sustainable aquaculture 
technology. 

The 90-minute Advanced Marine Biology 
Facial is clearly more than your run-of-the-
mill facial. A warm water-filled hydromat 
kicks off your experience with a true aquatic 
feel. The seaweed mask, hot stone foot 
treatment and cold stone face treatment 
will leave your mind feeling refreshed and 
have your body thanking you for the relief 
and improved circulation.

MASSAGES
Different cultures have their own methods 
of massage to lead to healing and 
relaxation. Rather than limit itself to just one 
specialty, the Hotel Bel-Air Spa has both 

European and Asian styles of massage. 
Their specialty massage is the Caviar 
Signature Massage. Skin caviar is used 
during the 60-minute massage to nourish 
and energize. Other popular options 
include intense deep tissue and relaxing 
aromatherapy massages.

One massage of note is the pre/post 
natal massage. Specifically designed for 
those expecting or with newborns, the 
massage relieves stress on joints to ease 
the pain that is so commonly associated 
with pregnancy.

NAILS
When you leave the spa, you want to look 
radiant and flawless; so chipped nail polish 
and undone toes just won’t do. Manicures 
and pedicures range from the simple 

“Perfect Manicure,” which includes a hand 
and forearm massage and leaves your 
nails pristinely shaped and colored, all the 
way to gel and caviar manicures for those 
who feel a little more adventurous.

FOR THE GENTS 
The idea that spa days are only for girls 
is severely outdated. Guys deserve 
some pampering too! There is a whole 
list of options focused on men; whether 
you’re a man looking for a relaxing day 
or a woman wanting to bring your beau 
along. Manicures, pedicures, facials, and 
massages are designed to fit into your 
schedule and leave you looking handsome 
and feeling refreshed.

THE ULTIMATE EXPERIENCE
For the most elite experience, Hotel Bel-Air 
Spa offers a day at the Enclave. It’s the grand 
experience—a private suite that includes a 
shaded patio complete with a waterfall. Of 
course, you have your own bathtub and 
shower, but there are also optional luxuries 
that include a personal spa butler. The 
Enclave is ideal for a romantic getaway or 
for a small gathering for up to 10 people. 

Visiting a 5-star spa will leave you feeling 
relieved, relaxed, and ready to get back to 
your busy schedule. 

To schedule a visit at the Hotel Bel-Air 
Spa by La Prairie, visit hotelbelair.com or 
call 310-909-1681.

UNIQUE HEALING AND RESTORATIVE 
PLANTS ARE FOUND DEEP IN THE OCEAN; 
AND THIS FACIAL USES THOSE QUALITIES 
TO GIVE YOU A FRESH, YOUNG, AND 
GLOWING LOOK. 

by kelli kickham
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corset || agent provocateaur

model || v ictoria henley 
photographer || david duong 

make up artist || maraz 
wardrobe stylist || kara johnson 

assistant makeup || andrea joe cilase

VICTORIA 
HENLEY

From America’s Next Top Model Cycle 19
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shoes || casadei  
turtle neck || ralph lauren 

bra || agent provocateaur  
skirt || halston heritage
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shoes || v ia spiga 
shirt || ralph lauren 
shorts || la perla 
jacket || dkny
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romper || keep sake 
belt || maje 
shirt || ralph lauren
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shoes || gucci  
top || philip l im 
coat || sandro  
necklace || natalie b. 
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boots || stuart weitzman  
jacket || maje
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When it comes to vintage 
fashion, rummaging through your 
grandmother’s closet isn’t enough. 
And if we’re being honest, neither 
is your local thrift store. Just like the 
search for a 1920s flapper dress for 
that Great Gatsby themed party you 
are throwing, finding a place that will 
offer you the highest quality vintage 
merchandise at the most affordable 
price is no easy task. Luckily for you, 
we have pulled together some of the 
best decades-resurrection stores and 
boutiques from around the world that 
are home to the most unique and 
desirable designer fashions. You 
might as well start booking your 
flights and packing your bags now 
(make sure to leave enough room for 
your soon-to-be purchases from the 
past, of course)! 

AROUND 
THE WORLD IN 

10 VINTAGE 
THRIFT STORES

by stacia affelt and clarissa burt

NEW YORK

SCREAMING MIMI’S 
382 Lafayette Street New York, NY 10003 
(212) 677-6464

Offering unique designer fashions 
from the ‘50s up to the ‘90s, Scream-
ing Mimi’s is a destination for rare but 
classic vintage finds. Both men and 
women can find quirky sweaters or 
traditional hound’s-tooth suits at an 
affordable price. Each piece is undeni-
ably from a different time, which is part 
of the appeal. Items such as a simple 
vintage Dolce & Gabbana cardigan 
can easily be made new by pairing it 
with a modern blouse or bottom.

MAD VINTAGE COUTURE  
167 E 87th St New York, NY 10128 
(212) 427-4333

By paying close attention to detail, MAD 
Vintage Couture has collected vintage 
couture clothing that is treated like fine art. 
Every hand-picked piece comes from a 
previous decade but makes sense in the 
fashion world today. The quality of the fab-
rics and the style of each designer fashion 
offer a contemporary look at a past trend. 
With designers such as Yves Saint Laurent, 
Hanae Mori, and Gucci, you are sure to find 
a vintage jewel that will fit perfectly inside 
your modern closet.

LOS ANGELES 

PLAYCLOTHES  
3100 W Magnolia Burbank, CA 91505 
(818) 557-8447  

With a preference for ‘40s to ‘60s vintage 
clothing, Playclothes has a specific cus-
tomer in mind. For women and girls, the 
store offers everything from poodle skirts 
and sun dresses to silk/rayon shirts and 
beaded sweaters. Meanwhile, the men 
and boys can find the ever-stylish Hawai-
ian shirts and pleated pants, including 

smaller items such as cuff links or even 
socks. Playclothes’s period merchandise 
has even been featured in films such as 
Benjamin Button, Dreamgirls and Indiana 
Jones.  

THE WAY WE WORE  
334 S La Brea Ave Los Angeles, CA 90036 
(323) 937-0878  

In order to ensure that each designer 
vintage piece is wearable and contem-
porary, The Way We Wore selects only the 
most desirable fashions for Los Angeles 
shoppers. The merchandise spans the 
entire 20th century, enabling you to find 
an Edwardian Lace & Crochet Wedding 
Gown or a classic 1960’s Beaded Cock-
tail Dress. The store does not cater to any 
specific woman, allowing for unexpected 
finds and an overall pleasurable shop-
ping experience.  

PARIS  

DIDIER LUDOT  
24 Galerie Montpensier- Jardin du Palais Royal 75001 Paris 
01 42 96 06 56  

Specializing in luxury and designer vin-
tage, Didier Ludot’s motto is “only the best 
for you.” As a customer, you will find only 
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high fashion clothing, shoes, and acces-
sories. Select pieces include Louis Vuitton 
luggage, Chanel bags, and elegant fur 
coats. The store features brand names at 
expected prices, and haute couture that 
never goes out of style. The store keeps up 
with the finest fashions not only of the past, 
but of tomorrow.  

CHEZ CHIFFONS  
47 Rue de Lancry 75010 Paris 
33 6 64 26 11 98  

Translating to “In Rags,” Chez Chiffons 
believes in the possibility of rags to riches. 
In order to give each garment a fresh look, 
the store ensures its repair, cleanliness, and 
affordability. With more than 300 vintage 
pieces to choose from, women can expect 
authentic designer vintage clothing that is 
given a new life. Similar to the designers 
who created them, the fashions found here 
have made their way through time to be 
worn and loved once again.  

LONDON:  
HOUSE OF VINTAGE  
4 Cheshire St London, E2 6EH 
44(0)207 739 8142  

Although it opened just 10 years ago, House 
of Vintage is no stranger to men’s and 
women’s clothing from a much older era. 
The store houses items as far back as the 
1920’s but specializes in the ‘40s, ‘50s, and 
‘60s. The House also emphasizes the impor-
tance of a keen buyer’s eye and overall 
good taste. Here, customers will receive a 
complete look from head to toe with entire 
vintage outfits and accessories to match.  

LUCY IN DISGUISE  
48 Lexington St Soho, London W1F 0LR 
020 7434 4086  

Originally created by UK singer Lilly Allen, 
Lucy in Disguise encourages an overall 
vintage experience. The boutique features 
edgy and eclectic classics starting at the 
1920‘s all the way up to the ‘90s. No matter 
what era it is from, each look takes you 
back in time and is truly one-of-a-kind. An 
in-store salon gives you vintage hair and 
makeup styling. It also has an event space 
with parties themed by decade.

MILAN/ROME

VINTAGE DELIRIUM  
Via Sacchi 3 20121 Milano 
39 02 86 46 20 76  

Owned by fashion expert Franco Jacassi, 
Vintage Delirium is a showroom that con-
sists of 19th century fabrics and ‘80s Ver-
sace couture. What began as a hobby for 
Jacassi turned into an international career 
when he travelled the world to collect the 
best vintage pieces. As a result, the store 
now offers an extensive collection at the 
highest demand and value, featuring brand 
names such as Dior, Pucci, Hermés, Balen-
ciaga, and more.  

ELIZABETH THE FIRST  
Via dei Sabelli 211 00185 Roma 
39 06 60 67 15 71 

With a store name referencing a different 
country, it seems only fitting that Elizabeth 
the First caters to a traveling woman who 
wants to look fashionable no matter where 
she goes. The store specializes in everyday 
vintage wear that is practical, but at the same 
time stands out among the crowd. Many of 
the garments are influenced by South Afri-
can, Eastern, and Chinese styles, offering a 
unique “ethnic vintage” experience.  

store front 
of chez  
chiffons 

 
didier ludot 
storefront

 
inside of  
lucy in 
disguise

 
house of  
vintage  
storefront

 
franco  
jacassi in 
vintage 
delirium 
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Eugenie Grey AKA Feral Creature, a renown fashion blogger,  
has been called many things, fearlessly fashionable, contemporary,  

daring but one thing she will never be called is boring. 

eugenie Grey sat down with  
Runway Magazine and we got 
the following scoop on what 
you can expect from her in  the 
future. 

What sparked your love for the fashion in-
dustry? How long have you been involved 
with the industry professionally?

Ever since I was small, my biggest motivator 
for dressing the way I did and doing my hair 
the way I did was the underlying desire to 

photographer || angela peterman 
talent || eugenie grey aka @feralcreature 

make up artist || edwin sandoval 
hair stylist || gui with exclusive artists 

wardrobe stylist || markus alexander

be different and set myself apart from the crowd. As I grew older  
and curated my aesthetic tastes, my style became less  
shock-value  and more I-can’t-believe-you’re-wearing-that-but-it-works. 

You always seem to be doing something new and exciting. What 
is an average week like in the life of Eugenie?
My weeks are never average! I just returned to school full time 
after a year or so break, but before this fall semester, I had a goal 
of going on an adventure every week. If I wasn’t able to travel, I 
would do something local, like sky dive, take a boat to Catalina, or 
even tackle a really difficult book. I want my life to always be full of 
enriching learning experiences.
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lace dress ||  gianni 
ring || cutting edge archives
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leather bow choker || valfre 

Audiences  
love authenticity, 
personality, and a 
little bit of attitude, 
and tattoos are such 
unique identifiers that 
tell a great story of the 
person they’re on.
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 eing heavily involved in the fashion, I’m 
sure there are many different styles you are 
drawn to. But what are some of your favor-
ites personally? Any favorite designers?

I am definitely a style chameleon—one day, 
you’ll find me in leather harnesses, the next, 

in a glamorous dress, and the next, in drop-crotch harem 
pants. At my core, though, is a love for dark, broody, draping 
things that are extremely comfortable. I’m a big fan of  
Rick Owens.

Can you tell us a bit about Feral Creature? How did it come 
about? It this a type of alter ego for you?

Feral Creature DID start out as an alter ego. You know 
how Beyoncé onstage becomes Sasha Fierce? This is my 
Sasha Fierce. I used to be painfully awkward, a doormat, a 
wallflower, and had eternal foot-in-mouth syndrome (which 
totally still occurs from time to time). Feral Creature was the 
person I wanted to grow up to be: strong, confident, bold, 
and independent. “Fake it till you make it” absolutely applied 
in this case—easing myself into this persona eventually 
made it a part of me.

Did anything help inspire your logo?

My logo is inspired by my love and appreciation for sacred 
geometry, and is loosely based on the unicursal hexagram 
and the related phrase “as above, so below”. My best friend 
put an animalistic spin on the classic unicursal hexagram for 
my logo. I loved it so much I got it tattooed on me.

Tell us about some of your other tattoos. How has the men-
tality toward tattoos in fashion evolved?

Some of my tattoos have meaning, some don’t, but  
all of them are black ink (no color) and largely line work/
geometric.

In fashion across the board, whether we’re talking bloggers, 
models, or public figures, gone are the days when companies 
expected you to be a blank slate puppet for them to speak 
through. Audiences love authenticity, personality, and a little 
bit of attitude, and tattoos are such unique identifiers that tell 

a great story of the person they’re on. The 
industry as a whole celebrates uniqueness 
a lot more now.

Tell us a little about what life is like for 
you outside of being a renowned fashion 
blogger.

It’s kind of crazy being a full-time blogger 
and full-time student. Both positions 
require work around the clock. Every 
spare second I get, I relax at home with 
my dogs and cat, read, or take a solo trip 
somewhere to unwind.

Fashion is all about adaptability and 
uniqueness. How do you see fashion 
evolving in the future?

I see fashion and technology merging 
together. I own jeans that charge my 
phone, and I’ve seen dresses that expand 
and contract with your breaths. This is the 
future.

Where do you hope to take your career 
in the future? Do you hope to design your 
own apparel at some point?

I ultimately want to use this platform 
and voice I’ve built to send messages 
on important issues. I frequently tweet 
politically-charged messages, and 
Instagram knows my stance on the 
upcoming presidential election and who 
I’m voting for. I also use my Instagram to 
rehome animals in need of forever homes.

It’s a process; I’m building up to it. I want 
to make a difference, and at the very least, 
make people aware.

I do plan on designing my own apparel! 
I’ve already started brainstorming. And, 
of course, a part of the proceeds will go 
towards charity. 
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 leather pants ||   designs by michael ngo 
fur sweater ||   designs by michael ngo 
black leather  fringe wedge  ||  rebecca minkoff
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boots ||  guess 
sheer rain trench ||  v intage 

choker ||  valfre 
bra ||  triangl
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boots  || jeffery campbell 
white jacket || this is a love Song 
leather shorts ||  v intage squares ville la 
chest harness ||  deandri
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white jacket || acne studios 
nude leather dress  || femme  

rings ||  cutting edge archives
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OUR TOP 10  
FASHION 
BLOGGERS
True fashion is not for the faint 
of heart, and for those daring 
enough to blog about it share their 
insight with the world. Most spend 
hours researching and creating 
the content behind their site, 
are multitalented, driven, and 
inspiring creatures and their 
many followers reflect this. This 
is certainly true of our top 10 
fashion bloggers.  

margaret zhang india rose phil oh

vanessa hong chiara ferragni

aimee song julia engel

1| MARGARET ZHANG
shinebythree.com
Shine by Three is the vitual home 
to fashion blogger Margaret Zhang. 
She is a writer, stylist, photographer, 
and creative director based in 
Sydney, Australia. Her work has 
been recognised as shaping the 
international fashion industry by the 
Business of Fashion BoF500 Index, 
and ELLE Magazine’s Best Digital 
Influencer of The Year Award.
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2| INDIA ROSE
www.india-rose.co
India Rose, a creative director, 
digital consultant and stylist from 
London, is the face and voice 
behind her lifestyle website 
india-rose.co. Together with the 
help of regular contributors, a 
shared vision produces content 
with a cultural, fresh and urban 
perspective.

3| PHIL OH
www.streetpeeper.com
Phil Oh, the man behind Street 
Pepper, and like his website 
name suggests, he grabs fashion 
inspiration right from the streets.

4| VANESSA HONG
www.thehautepursuit.com
She is a former model now fashion 
blogger, and is the creative 
director behind THP. Her blog 
showcases her mix and match 
style with inspirtation from high-
end and low-end; vintage and 
new; feminine and masculine. 

5| CHIARA FERRAGNI 
www.theblondesalad.com
The Blonde Salad, Chiara’s blog, 
is a real source of inspiration and 
style for millions people in Italy and 
around the world. Chiara Ferragni 
collaborates with the major 
Fashion Houses, she appears in 
the most read magazines, she is 
the creative director of her shoe 
line which is entirely Made in Italy.

6| AIMEE SONG
www.songofstyle.com
Aimee Song, started her blog in 
college as a hobby, as a place to 
be herself and enjoy her personal 
style. Her blog not only showcases 
fashion, beauty and travel, but also 
lifestyle, DIY’s and recipes.  

7| JULIA ENGEL
www.galmeetsglam.com
Julia Engel, a San Francisco 
fashion blogger, helps readers 

‘add a little glam to their everyday.’ 
Originally the blog developed as 
a creative outlet during her junior 
year in college, but through a 
lot of hard work, has become a 
fulltime responsibility and source 
of inspiration to fashion anitates 
everywhere.

8| NICOLE WARNE
garypeppergirl.com

Based in Sydney Australia, Nicole 
Warne, is the creative mind behind 
Gary Pepper Girl, a fashion, travel  
and lifestyle blog. She is a highly 
recognized digital influencer, 
model and creative expert who 
has also graced the covers of Elle 
Australia, Lucky, Nylon and Miss 
Vogue Australia.

9| CHARLOTTE GROENEVELD
thefashionguitar.com
Charlotte Groeneveld is the 
creator of The Fashion Guitar 
blog, a personal style blog. A very 
important aspect of her brand, 
is she has stayed true to herself, 
and it really shines throughout her 
content.

10| CHRISELLE LIM
thechrisellefactor.com
Chriselle Lim is a Stylist and Digital 
Influencer, she has been creating 
quite a stir in the fashion industry. 
Starting off as a wardrobe stylist, 
she worked years of editorial 
shoots with prominent fashion 
books and celebrities, before 
starting her own blog. You can 
read her daily musings and 
personal style at her site. 

Don’t forget to check out these 
amazing blogs, and maybe you 
can grab some inspiration for 
your inner fashionista.

charlotte groeneveld

chriselle lim

nicole warne
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urton’s show presented a balanced Victorian 
mood this season. Burton made a major state-

ment on the runway of what she called “the spirit of the 
rose,” a flower that begins with a tight bud that opens 
into a lush bloom and then eventually collapses back 
onto itself in gorgeous decay. Burton first thought 
was the photographs of David Sims, who once made 
a book forthe art/fashion magazine Visionaries that 
was dedicated to the rise and fall of the rose. Run-
way examples included paper-thin leather that was 
bonded to a floral jacquard for a black trouser suit and 
a pink coat and shredded patent.
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eople have been calling him a goth and the 
dark side of Victoriana since his very first cou-

ture collection and that makes Givenchy a Runway 
favorite. Many celebrities showed up for this special 
runway event including Katy Perry, Jessica Chastain, 
Amanda Seyfried, and Kim and Kanye. Show highlights 
include a model’s kiss curls and braids, and her giant 
septum ring and faceful of glued-on gems, that made 
you want to take a better look.  Other runway favorites 
included the subtle Catholic cross stitched into the 
bodice of a dress, the corseted and peplumed jack-
ets, the dresses over cropped pants was very familiar.
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lessandro Michele was appointed the new cre-
ative director of Gucci at the beginning of this 

year to this Italian luxury brand. Would Michele take 
Gucci in the more daring direction? His Gucci girl is vir-
tually makeup-free, an ingenue with an eccentric side, 
one who looks “as though she’s picked out her clothes 
at estate sales and vintage stores, and mixed them mag-
pie-style with handfuls of heirloom rings, chunky rimmed 
glasses, the occasional pompom hat, and fur-lined 
horse-bit loafers.” All in all a runway favorite.
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t’s been over a year since Marc Jacobs left Louis 
Vuitton. Breakups are tough, no matter what, and 

you were able to see that in his past two lines. But this 
collection was different and definitely told the crowd that 
Marc Jacobs is back at it. He featured pieces such as 
leopard print, chevroned mink, and embroideries that 
resembled digitalized, pixelated portraits of the eccentric 
Vreeland.  He read her Memos boo while he was working 
on this Fall collection, ”She was a genius” Jacobs said. 
He had pieces to get the blood rushing from snake-print 
coats with jet embroidery.

I
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eremy Scott is nothing if not productive with his 
new fragrance, new locations in L.A. and New York, 

and Katy Perry over the fifty yard line at the Superbowl in 
a dazzling star-spangled piece with Moschino on the tag.
Scott focused more on street fashion, but his definitely 
stood out as his own with colorful, sexy, irrepressible 
clothing. Next year cold front will be warm and bright with 
his glossy sleeping-bag coats and vests. The show also 
featured Looney Toons sweaters and sports jerseys. As 
his starting point was street, he ended the show with e 
terrific finale of dresses with graffiti all over them. Jeremy 
Scott had gotten all of the details exactly right.

J
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n a runway completely covered in white rose 
petals, Tom Ford’s show had plenty of fur and 

had Jennifer Lopez sitting in the front row. He chose 
the white roses because he knew “It never snows in 
Los Angeles. Lets make it snow rose petals.” Of 500 
guests, 270 were a part of the entertainment industry. 
The many A-listers enjoyed and admired the blooming 
white stacks of petals on their heels. That carefree spirit 
was seen within the clothing. The clothes were more 
earthbound that his engineered and pumped-up style 
that has so far defined him. He added some craftiness 
to some pieces, including macramé skirts and even 
his eveningwear. The trio that opened had a touch of 
Victoriana as well as prairie about them and consisted 
of tiered frocks with puff sleeves and oversized knot-
work necklaces. A less craftiness emanated from his 
denim skirts, patched together to look like it came 
from the 70s and bearing glossy ocelot panels

O
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omas Maier designs for Bottega Veneta this 
season cross faded neutrals with high fre-

quency colors. This show gained interest because 
David Bowie was on the soundtrack, narrating Sergei 
Prokofiev’s Peter and the Wolf. Each character in the 
tale was represented by a different instrument of the 
orchestra. And the designs were fabulous and a Run-
way must for Fall. brushstroke-print skirt that was worn 
with a jacquard sweater, or a crosshatched sweatshirt 
he paired with a simple black skirt. Short cocktail 
dresses, whose geometric patterns and bright colors 
were veiled in black lace that inched up the neck to 
flutter at the chin, looked sensational.

T
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listening towers of glass shards dotted Carolina 
Herrera runway for fall, suggesting falling water 

frozen in the glacial chill of Manhattan. The decor was 
a signal to the theme that coursed through the col-
lection like a sparking river. “It’s all about water,” Mrs. 
Herrera explained during a preview. The embroideries 
continued the theme with droplets of reflective silver 
and black that shimmied around a sheath with the print 
of a rough sea, or the little dance dress with a gothic 
plunging neckline. “Nothing is related to the past!” she 
stated, denouncing the current seventies revival trend. 
“Let’s not have any ‘era.’ Let’s go to the future!”

G
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alls Coach set was an elevated train track 
surrounded on two sides by a painting of 

snow-covered hills. Brooklyn meets the Great Plains 
was the favorited example. That city concept extended 
to the clothes. The key piece was a black leather biker 
spliced with an un-dyed shearling sheepherder coat. 
Other highlights included dresses that combined 
sweatshirt material with silk bandanna patches and 
prairie prints. Skull sweaters, cross-body saddle bags 
that spelled out “Lucky” and found-object necklaces 
were Runway favorites. A moto black shearling coat 
is a clever update on the coveted borrowed from the 
guys coats from Vevers’s debut collection.
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iva la mamma!” This year Dolce & Gabbana’s ready-
to-wear show would focus on Mamma, entirely ded-

icated to celebrating motherhood. The show included an 
ensemble of 11 mums on stage with their children, three 
models walked with their own children, and even beautiful 
expecting mother, Bianca Balti strutted the runway. The 
Viva La Mamma collection was an homage to the design-
ers’ mothers. There were prints based on drawings by 
Domenico’s nieces and nephews that looked exactly like 
kids had doodled with crayons to Momma’s best dress. 
Amongst the prints of floral and children’s drawings, were 
ultra-feminine shapes — full skirts and cinched waists — 
with loads of lace, embroidery and dazzling accessories. 
Some models wore crystal-and-fur headphones, resem-
bling gorgeous tiaras. The rose was a large symbol to the 
collection. Not just because it’s the flower you give your 
mother on Mother’s Day, but because Stefano’s favorite 
childhood memory of his own mother is the rose scent 
of her red lipstick. Which would explain why Dolce & Gab-
bana’s lipsticks are so distinctly fragranced. The positive 
message of this empowering show is to remember and 
appreciate where we came from.
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he sweeping staircase was a surprising scene 
for a Dsquared² show, but Caten twins insisted 

that, for their next 20 years, their runway vision will be 
displayed in the clothes. Dean and Dan Caten defi-
nitely showed their Canadian roots with a mix of tex-
ture, print, and styles of era. It seemed as if the royals 
of Old Europe had gotten lost in the wilderness. Mod-
els walked in skinny pants, print tribal stockings, fur 
vests and hooded fur parkas. There was everything 
from corset dresses, to draped nightdresses, and 
tailored little jackets. What more can you expect from 
these unique, creative designers.
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his would be Peter Dundas’ last runway show 
for Emilio Pucci. “It’s a very personal collection,” 

Dundas pointed out in a preview. His work for the label 
was chic and sexy, inspired with rock ‘n’ roll from his 
bold Fall ‘09 beginning right on through to tonight. This 
eclectic show popped with color and print, showcasing 
flowy dresses and sporty, tailored styles. The  horizon-
tal stripes on ribbed knits sweaters were apparently a 
reference to the rowing league Dundas belongs to in 
Florence. The ruffled white and black classic separates 
were a loving tribute to his mother, a violinist who wore 
the colors when she performed. It was as if a portion 
of the show was dedicated to Dundas former designer 
hits. There was everything from to delicate beaded 
embroideries to an ombré-dyed body-con minidress, 
and electric-hued crushed-velvet trousers. Models 
also strutted everything from sweater dresses to velvet 
blazer to bright silk blouses, and even a floor-scraping 
cape. For the finale, Dundas’ favorite models catwalked 
in long jersey T-shirt dresses, each with their own zodiac 
sign: Cancer for Anja Rubik, Leo for Joan Smalls, Aquar-
ius for Lily Donaldson. The illustrations were sweeping, 
strong, and emotional. He graciously invited his studio 
team out to take their final bow with him. Dundas’ time 
at Pucci lasted six years, double that of his predeces-
sor. He made the show one of Milan’s hottest tickets 
and in the process bowing out graciously ending with 
his last collection of the Pucci legacy.
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oss, the German mega-brand that specializes 
in suiting named Jason Wu as creative director 

and a talented tailor he is. The show began with col-
or-blocked charcoal gray and orange coats and suits 
with raw edges and seaming, a simple satin reverse 
tuxedo was a chick defining site. Icy gray and cadet 
blue color combos that came down the catwalk later 
looked like they would be simpler to wear than the 
charcoal and orange pieces, however, a long coat in 
the icy gray alone is likely to have better luck on the 
sales floor. It was shown with quality made, matching 
straight-leg trousers which added a simple flair to the 
look. Front row guest of the season Julianne Moore, on 
the verge of an Oscar win for Best Actress, and Dakota 
Johnson, star of the box office blockbuster Fifty 
Shades of Grey gave a celebrity edge to the viewing.
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he bohemian is back, and how. Burberry brings 
up the beat with a collection titled Patchwork, 

Pattern and Prints. There was incredible detail in all 
point of the design in the patchwork mainly on poncho 
or suede boots. The mirror embroideries from their 
men’s collection reappeared in a bodice attached to a 
fringed skirt or all over a chiffon dress. This brought to 
life the idea of hipapies to India concept of the 1960’s 
in the United States. Other Runway favorites include 
a navy shearling cape which would ad flavor to any 
wardrobe. The burgundy velvet and Victorian florals, 
belongs to the London of the sixties and seventies 
that Bailey has constantly evoked in his collections.
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af Simons told a wonderful story in design for 
his fall 2015 Dior outing, namely interior decor, 

specifically upholstery fabrics. And on the fabrics the 
attention was. Dior used the subtly flecked pink and 
navy tweeds of the Danish textiles company Kvadrat, 
with whom he collaborates on a special line of fabrics, 
to bring this line to life. The jackets and purses were 
strong points of the line in Wall Street double-breasted 
coats, long and loose and cut from burgundy or 
green wool, thrown into the mix, too. Highlighted again 
with short sixties-tinged dresses, with dipping hems, 
graphic curving bands, and caped backs, worn with 
long second skin versions of those ankle boots.
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usto Dalmau put a twist onto the runway this 
season with thought. Experimentation on design 

for this line was successful. “We’re always trying to mix 
experimental shapes with classic silhouettes,” Dalmu 
said at a preview on the ground floor of his Soho bou-
tique. Long capes woven into tribal prints were a main 
paradigm in both mens and women lines. Sheer metal-
lic threaded blouses, heavy coats in mohair plaid and 
navy wool were paired with embellished and revealing 
miniskirts, as well as sheer metallic-threaded blouses. , 
as well as sheer metallic threaded blouses.
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uniga’s clothes exemplify her ‘70s, boho chic, 
all-organic womenswear. Zuniga’s most extraor-

dinary dress featured flying pockets at each side, 
while similarly her narrow-calfed, high-waisted pants 
showed a more tailored approach. The theme of drap-
ing and neutrals could be seen in almost every look. 
The collection included wooden buttons on fly-fronted, 
cuffed and collared silk peasant blouses. The collec-
tion ended with a gold and black ensemble of retro 
pieces, balanced beautifully between fit and flare. A 
feminine, earthy take on contemporary menswear.
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he show focused on tailored and classic yet 
completely original pieces, almost all in neutrals, 

with the exception of a some bright red ensembles. 
It was winter wonderland meets contemporary busi-
ness-wear. The spectacular coats, tucked at the waist 
to give them a full-skirted flare, and falling to mid-calf. 
There were also oversized clutchs, short over-sized 
trench coats, and lots of texture. From the faux fur to the 
sleek leather details, it was absolutely one of the more 
unique and uncharacteristic shows of Lagerfeld’s time. 
The walls of the show space today were lined with enor-
mous reproductions of abstracts by the early-20th-cen-
tury Swiss artist Sophie Taeuber-Arp. Lagerfeld wanted 
to move well away from the tendency toward soft and 
romantic. But at the same time, he talked about the 
idea of protection, one more designer to acknowledge 
the toughness of the times.
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ana Aganovich and Brooke Taylor bring volume 
to the runway this season. The expanded color 

scheme with sunset hues and vibrant checks gave 
a dramatic lift to the looks. Slim pants outnumbered 
skirts and the overall impression a bit more provoca-
tive then last season. The designers manipulated silks 
from Rubelli, the historic textile house in Venice, into 
larger forms, and accented them with floral brocades, 
sourced from the last major Huguenot silk house in the 
U.K. In keeping with the tradition of the naming their 
collections, the designers named this one Fool, which 
could be interpreted in the past sense of a  trickery. All 
in all a more wearable line than last season.
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ew York is always a great inspiration for fash-
ion. This time “the New York uniform” was the 

point of focus on the runway. The designer reined in 
last season’s energy patterns and devoted her big-
gest extravagances to extreme color, like the electric 
blue V-neck, and some great, almost fluorescent red 
trousers worn with a turquoise turtleneck. From the 
faux fur to the shag angular mesh panels spliced into 
the bodice and skirt, along with an airy black nylon 
bomber jacket with beading down the zipper the line 
take a professional look into consideration.
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lexis Martial’s designs for Iceberg have been 
dynamic since he started at the Italian brand, 

but this season very aerodynamic and hammered out. 
Whispers around the designers headquarters seem to 
lead to the research for looking at aviator gear and the 
graphic design of airplanes themselves for inspiration. 
Orchid prints and hard solid colors made up a sensi-
ble fashion glow. All in all we loved what Martial did on 
this line, check it out for winter.
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his designer scope can be summed up with 
the designers own words. “Twee,” she wrote, “is 

a symptom of profound cultural exhaustion, a pop-cul-
tural response to the death of grand narratives and rad-
ical politics: too weary to fight the corporate capitalist 
machine, the twee instead create hyper-stylized alter-
native worlds in which kittens play, ukuleles sound, and 
childhood is eternal.” The line featured a romp through 
the baby-doll dress and wackadoo cartoon character 
territory of Meadham Kirchhoff. This line followed the 
adult kid trend, very cute.
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or Fall, the brother-and-sister designers moved 
their unique style beyond their beloved drop-

crotch pants. While the old favorites were still in play—
such as loose knit bottoms scrunched up at the knee 
and cowl-neck tops, —this years’ runway would show-
case a darker mood. Nicholas said, she was inspired 
by The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari horror film’s “distorted, 
abstracted set. It still looks modern even now.” From 
there, she incorporated a “really dark, Gothic element” 
into the collection, almost resembling the Victorian era. 
Models wore unexpected pieces, from the fur-trimmed 
mullet sweater to the calf-length coat trimmed in shear-
ling. There were floor-length silk gowns, opera-length 
leather gloves, and elegant draped, flowing tops. The 
standout pieces included cargo pockets on a zip-up 
sweater were made of fur, and the shearling collar of a 
hip-length oversized leather aviator jacket. Truly a remark-
able and memorable show to start off this Fall season.
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his year’s show focused on menswear, with a 
twist on geometric patterns and feminine details. 

There was several looks showing short-hemmed wide 
pants worn over shoe-boots. These worked wonderfully 
when the length of the coats. Models strutted the run-
way in everything from high gray flannel blazer tailored 
perfectly, the ribbed high-necked camel sweater worn 
beneath it, to the silk nightshirts and loose tailored trou-
sers. Dark pink and mustard yellow coats were dressed 
up with contrast collars and oversized pockets; Pops 
of checkered prints and muted tones could be seen 
blended into the dark hues of black and washed-out 
grey. The khakis, pinstripes, and plain pants cut full-
length, with the slightest break, and worn over flats, 
seemed effortlessly classic and chic. The most mem-
orable piece by far was an oversized four-buttoned, 
high-collar overcoat.
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aytten, who has been steward of the Galliano 
name since the whole dismal incident in La 

Perle, killed it this season . The collection’s Art Deco 
direction was an absolute Runway Favorite. Metallic 
silver jacquards, sturdy in miniskirts, chiffon blouses 
were prominent plus Fish were a recurrent motif, 
embroidered on a one-shouldered evening dress or 
a cape-draped shift. Other big splashes included a 
punched gold lamé and knit together for a tank top 
paired with copper cropped pleated pants.
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imes are tough for retail and the contemporary 
market has become more expensive, Gwen 

Stefani and the L.A.M.B. team are planning to repo-
sition the brand at a lower price range for a broader, 
younger audience. While the Fall collection felt more 
commercial, Gwen still added classic touches of her 
style. Lots of black pieces were mixed in instead of all 
around prints, which tied it together and made it all 
wearable. Keeping the latest trends in mind, there was 
the necessary touch of 70s nostalgia the came in a 
zip-front skirt, cropped flares, and a studded belt bag. 
No longer only for gutsy girls, L.A.M.B. opened things 
up to old and new shoppers alike.
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he latest Rag collection included familiar 
themes—classic menswear tailoring; sport, mil-

itary, and workwear-inspired looks; these designers 
definitely have outdone themselves in putting every-
thing together. David Neville and Marcus Wainwright 
found a new way to spin their signatures this season 
by integrating a hip-hop vibe. The influence of ‘90s was 
most apparent in the collection’s pops of vivid color. 
Wainwright explained, “It’s funny how everything that 
looked kind of cheesy comes back around and seems 
awesome,” he noted, ahead of the show. Indeed the 
old hip-hop vibe was very much present, it was a bold 
and bright statement could be seen throughout for 
much of this show. There were the layering of lace 
slip dresses and knee-length pencil skirts over pants, 
and then topping off the ensembles with parkas. Their 
pencil skirts in shiny nylon were expertly cut; their out-
erwear was done in literally slick fabrics such as vinyl-
coated wool, a quilted military lining in a pop color, or 
a shearling-lined hood. This collection left us wanting 
more from these two polished and modern designers. 
The Rag boys showcased a vintage attitude, but piece 
for piece, the collection looked fresh and new.
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efined by nonchalance, Stella McCartney makes 
no-fuss clothing with no hint of fun. Her Fall line 

showed that easy, breezy feeling beginning with the first 
look; a black coat and pants that would have otherwise 
been dull but wasn’t thanks to the pants’ godet hem and 
the coat’s flowy, handkerchief skirt. She made her trou-
sers more exciting with paper-bag waistbands or deep 
cuffs. Her jackets were stripped of any kind of business 
connotation, but remained utterly suitable for the office 
with wrapping details at the waist or buttoned askew. 
This collection features pieces of structured silhouettes 
unraveling to something more fluid with one-sleeve 
ribbed knit sweater dresses with an opening on one 
side and pieces that had a single strapped that sug-
gestively spilled off shoulder or a ruffled piece of fabric 
peplumed at the hip. She accented with double strands 
of pearls with a twist at the collar bone. McCartney did 
a fabulous job with her amazing “fur-free fur” overcoats.
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onatella Versace has always been a go-fast girl 
and this is the showed she has been waiting for. 

She managed a compelling integration of Versace’s 
past with the oh-so-digital present, and maybe even 
future because, according to the news, there might be 
an IPO for the company. The showcase was loaded with 
bags, shoes, stockings and sporty pieces that spelled 
out VERSACE in crystal. Donatella traded in what is still 
some of the most popular icons of our time for digital 
symbolism, such as hashtags and emojis. She released 
aline with eye-catching jolts of primary color in coats and 
capes. It also showed Couture cutouts with amazing 
subtlety on another wise sober black suit, cutout black 
coat dresses paired with vibrant red or green thigh-high 
boots. And of course the Versace Greek key was fea-
tured and put after a hashtag all over her pieces. A flash 
of a crystalon a toned behind hinted that a future where 
there is still some humor and joy in fashion is possible.
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ac Posen took over Grand Central’s Vanderbilt 
Hall with a show that was spectacular. The show 

had an appearance from the beautifully feminine-look-
ing Rihanna. Posen showed in this stunning line of 
clothing that he was thinking about both business 
and red carpet. Glamour and attitude come together 
to make one fantastic duo showing a cinched plum 
fur chubby and pencil skirt, a dandified cashmere 
coat, cardigan, and bonded trouser, and a snug sec-
retary-style sweater tucked into a sequined skirt. The 
show also revealed daytime looks such as swingy jer-
sey dresses in black, plum, and orange, and those 
skinny pants that make legs look perfect. Posen’s 
gowns are Oscar season ready with a beautifully sim-
ple cinched column that has a vertical green bugle 
beading, and a more minimalist teal jersey gown worn 
under a gray cashmere coat. Although only one ball 
gown was showcased and worn by Naomi Camp-
bell, its volume and glamour was enough to satisfy 
us. Campbell and Posen ended the show doing an 
amazing prom king and queen strut up and down the 
entire runway.
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top || stella & jamie
skirt ||  stella & jamie 

 Still     
     Wild  

withHeather  Hemmens

8
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photographer || angela peterman 
make up artist || aaron barry 

hair stylist || gui with exclusive artists 
wardrobe stylist || devon nuszer

by vincent midnight

 Still     
     Wild  

withHeather  Hemmens
RUNWAY MAGAZINE sits down with 

the beautiful, If Loving You is Wrong, actress  
and gets the inside scoop.
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What is your favorite selfie you have ever 
taken on your phone.
The photo I took after I met Oprah on set-I 
was so mortified to be in my rollers and robe, 
but whatevs. I went back to my dressing 
room and took this photo, and it reminds 
me nothing can be perfectly planned, and 
that usually makes for a better story.

Who is your favorite fashion designer? 
If my stylist put me in a Zac Posen dress 
I would die! Also, I recently wore a Zeena 
Zaki dress that made me a huge fan, and 
there’s an up and coming designer named 
Lurelly that I think is one to watch.

What is one thing in your wardrobe you can 
not live without?
I’m addicted to rompers right now- I love 
the simplicity of a one piece, and since I live 
in LA, there’s never a wrong time for them.

Tell us about your favorite shoes?
I have so many nude pumps it’s ridiculous.  
But here’s why-  they elongate your leg 
and when traveling they can be matched 

with many outfits so you don’t have to pack 
your whole shoe closet.

What kind of music do you listen too the most? 
I listen to alternative pop.  I’ve been a fan of 
Sia since way back, and she is still yanking 
my heart strings. I also love Santogold, 
X Ambassadors, and Miguel. But I can’t 
exercise without Nicki Minaj and Drake. 

What is your most memorable day of the set? 

Definitely the day Oprah stopped by to just, 
you know, say hello! I’ll always remember 
the way she held my hand when she spoke 
to me. I was soaking up her energy like a 
sponge!

Tell us about your latest project.
Right now I’m really focused on finding 
ways to give back to my community and 
and inspire young girls. I volunteer at a food 
pantry and I have signed up for Big Brothers 
Big Sisters, which is a great organization that 
focuses on changing one young life at a 
time. Often times we get caught up in the 
bigger picture, but need to remember that 
if we’ve changed just one life, we’ve created 
a ripple effect that can carry for generations.

What do you do with your free time?
I love to have girls’ nights where we make 
candles and paint (obviously there’s wine 
involved). Also, I’ve been using Rosetta Stone 
to get my Spanish more on point for when I 
travel. I have several trips planned, and am 
also a huge fan of staycations.

Any words of wisdom for the RUNWAY 
readers?
Women need not act modest in their 
success or beauty. Shine your light, be 
proud of your hard work and kind heart, and 
you will inspire others to do the same.

Right now I’m really focused 
on finding ways to give back 

to my community and and 
inspire young girls.
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top || stella & jamie 
skirt ||  stella & jamie 
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RUNWAY MAGAZINE goes 
behind the scences to catch 
up with Eden XO about 

fashion, music and her 
chuhuahua.

photographer || angela peterman 
make up artist || aaron barry 

hair stylist || gui with exclusive artists 
wardrobe stylist || devon nuszer

by vincent midnight

dress || maison de papillon 
necklaces || l izzie scheck
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jumpsuit || wow couture,
jacket || forever unique
earrings || bcbg

jacket || stella & jamie 
top || stella & jamie 
pants || stella & jamie
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              hat is your favorite selfie   
       you ever taken on your phone.

  I love this selfie with me and 
my furry friend Jiff Pom. We were 
hanging out at the Grove. 

 
Who is your favorite fashion 
designer? 
I don’t have one particular 
favorite, however from what 
I’ve seen for Spring 2016 I’m 
obsessed with Miu Miu. The 
patterns and colors they are 
doing make for an incredible 
combination. 

 
What was the best compliment you 
have ever received?

That I am a really hard worker.
 
What is your favorite song on the 
radio right now?
I  like the new SIlversun Pickups’ 
song “Nightlight”. You should 
watch the video, there’s a great 
monologue in the beginning 
that I relate to. 

 

Tell us about your favorite shoes?

I got a beautiful pair of sparkly 
silver Manolo’s. They’re dreamy 
and I’m going to wear them 
on my wedding night. Do you 
remember that episode of Sex 
and The City when Carrie is 
devastated because her favorite 
heels get stolen at a party where 
she is forced to take them off? 
Well, if you do- those are the 
shoes. 

  
What kind of music do you listen 
too the most? (Genre, artist, songs)
I probably listen to rock the 
most as a genre, but I obviously 
love pop. I’ll listen to anything so 
long as it moves me in some 
way. Right now I’m very into old 
Patsy Cline records and old 
Dolly Parton songs. Islands In 

The Stream is a masterpiece. I guess I’m 
on a classic country kick. 

 
What is the longest you have gone without 
sleep?

I had to do radio promo in something like 5 
cities in 24 hours last year. It was intense. I 
played a show at night in Austin then left for 
the airport at 4 AM flew to Houston bright 
and early, left there for OKC, then drove to 
Tulsa, caught an early evening flight to ATL, 
had a dinner mtg then caught the last flight 
out to NYC. I thought I was going to die of 
exhaustion because I couldn’t sleep on any 
of the flights. 
 
What is your favorite movie?

Pretty Woman, Casino, Titanic, Pulp Fiction, 
How To Marry a Millionaire, The Devil Wears 
Prada, Adaptation... I love movies. 
 
Any special people at home?

My love Ryan and my other love Moca. 
Moca is a fiesty little chuhuahua that I 
named afer the museum of contemporary 
art, not the coffee. 

 
Tell us about your latest project.

I am working with Johnny Wujek and B. 
Akerlund on a video project for one of 
my songs, I can’t say much about it other 
than it’s going to be sick. 

 
Any words of wisdom for the RUNWAY 
readers?

Well, since this is a fashion magazine 
I’ll give some fashion based advice that 
I try to follow; When shopping and the 
impulse is there to buy a bunch of crap 
because it’s on sale or something, say no 
to it. In fact say no to high street items on 
three separate occasions. Then put that 
money aside then go buy one amazing 
investment piece from a designer you 
love. You’ll be much happier. 

W
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“RIGHT NOW    
I’M  VERY   
INTO OLD 
PATSY CLINE 
RECORDS & 
OLD DOLLY 
PARTON 
SONGS.”
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cape || stella & jamie 
shorts || stella & jamie 
shoes || carlo pazolini
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coat || molly bracken 
hat || scala
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top || joyce  
shorts || joyce 

jacket || molly bracken
rings || devon leigh 

earrings || bcbg
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photographer || angela peterman 
make up artist || aaron barry 

hair stylist || gui with exclusive artists 
wardrobe stylist || devon nuszer

dress || wow couture

RUNWAY MAGAZINE caught up with 

the Game of Thrones actress, a fan turned character 

of the popular story.
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RUNWAY MAGAZINE caught up with 

the Game of Thrones actress, a fan turned character 

of the popular story.

by vincent midnight
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your favorite selfie you ever taken on your phone.
This selfie of Miss Piggy and I at New York Comic 
Con! The prosthetics this woman had made were 
INCREDIBLE!! I love seeing all the different cosplay at 
comic con. The hours of work that go into these outfits 
is just amazing. 

Who is your favorite fashion designer? 
I am hugely bias to New Zealand designers. We are 
spoilt for choice and the fabrics are beautiful. I love: 
RUBY, Stolen Girlfriends Club, twentysevennames, Miss 
Crabb, Kate Sylvester and Juliette Hogan. 

What is your favorite food?
I am a massive foodie. Anything fresh, organic and 
locally sourced. I love seafood. I could eat fresh oysters 
everyday of the week. 

What is your favorite song on the radio right now?
Adele just dropped her new tune ‘hello’ and it is 
phenomenal! 

Tell us about your favorite shoes?
I own far too many pairs of ankle boots. They are my 
staple piece with every outfit and can be worn causally 
or more formal. 

Tell us about your personal style, any signature 
pieces? 
My go to pieces are always good underwear and a 
good pair of ankle boots. I build on an outfit from 
there. I dress dependent on how I am feeling and often 
change outfits two to three times a day. I have always 
been this way because often what I choose in the 
morning is no longer reflective of how I’m feeling in the 

afternoon. Also, the weather in Auckland where I 
hail from is insane. There are always four seasons 
in a day so it is habit. 

What is your favorite movie?
I have so many, it is always difficult to choose one! 
Once Upon a time in the West is certainly one of 
my favorite films and I am currently about to direct 
my first film, which is a Western, so am feeling very 
influenced by that film as of late. 

Do you know any god Game of Thrones 
Gossip?
No. They’d have my head! 

Tell us about your most memorable day on the 
set. 
My first day was so nerve-wracking and exciting. I 
am such a huge fan of the show so was just blown 
away by the fact that I was there. The cast and 
crew were so welcoming of us and I am so happy 
to be apart of such an epic show. 

Any words of wisdom for the RUNWAY 
readers?
Make sure you like you first and foremost, the rest 
will fall into place. Eat a balanced diet. Laugh with 
loved ones. Smile and try not to be an asshole.
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Smile 
and try 
not to 
be an 

asshole.

top || bariano
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dress || stella & jamie
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jacket || stella & jamie
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BEAUTY STYLIST       VIOLA PERKINS



You recently moved to Los Angeles, of 
course a decision to move across the 
country has to have a number of fac-

tors involved. Do you feel like you or your 
work out grew NY? 

I feel like there is a much stronger sex-
positive and self-improvement community 
on the west coast. The majority of sex 
educators I know are here, and so there 
have been opportunities for me here 
that there were not on the east coast. I 
think sadly my work is needed in NY but 
I personally feel more welcome in LA. I 
think it got to a point where NY really no 
longer had many strong selling points to 
offer me - not the weather, not the clubs, 
not the parties, not the cost of living, 
and eventually (with some exceptions of 
course) not even the people. I don't know 
if it's that the cost of living in NY causes 
people to work all the time but I have way 
more close and connected friendships in 
LA than I did in NY. Maybe we just have 
more time to hang out here.

California has a very different culture from 
New York. In what ways do you think being in 
LA is enhancing your career? 

The obvious answer is that there are more 
sexuality/relationship workshops out here 
and that I've taught more classes and 
had more students, but the less obvious 
but perhaps more truthful answer is that 
the spaciousness of LA has helped me 
to expand and focus in ways that I wasn't 
able to do in NY. In NY there is very little 
personal space: you walk out the door 
onto a street full of people and it's up 
to you to put a shield up. That shield 
protects you from things getting in, but it 
also prevents you from getting things out. 
Combine that with a usual lack of sunlight 
for vitamin D as well as insufficient living 
space and it's a very depressing city.

It sounds like LA did more than enhance your 
career, it's making you happier. Where is your 
focus now that you have more room and more 
opportunities to let the shield down? 

I'm working on the next book project, 
a BDSM memoir, and I'm teaming up 
with Adam Lyons to start bringing more 
content and coaching through his 
organization The Interpersonal Attraction 
Institute. I've also put my band together 
out here, Arden and the Wolves. And I'm 
seriously thinking about starting a made-
to-order cake business on the side.
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Do you think there is a difference in how 
dominance and submission play a role in 
relationships between New York and Los 
Angeles? Do you find yourself meeting more of 
one type in either city?

You know, I'm honestly not sure. I have a 
very negative view of the BDSM scene in 
NY due to personal events within it and 
so of course I'm going to have biased 
opinions regarding the LA scene being 
friendlier. As far as generic dominant/
submissive dynamics go, it is hard to tell 
the difference between how each coast 
compares and how I compare between my 
past and present selves. Moving to LA has 
changed me a lot for the better; I'm happier 
and I think I'm more grounded, more aware, 
and better at making relationship choices 
than I was a few years ago. I've had a lot 
more men interested in me in LA than in NY, 
but who's to say whether that's because of 
LA culture or because I got happier. In NY 
I felt like I pursued the people I wanted but 
there wasn't much abundance, but in LA 
I've dated a lot and dumped a lot of people 
who weren't right for me. I feel like I'm better 
at spotting early signs of toxicity than I used 
to be, so my standards are higher.

We’re living in a post-Fifty Shades and 
Ashley Madison hack world, both topics you 
write articles on. For better or worse, these 
things are brining sexuality into mainstream 
consciousness. Do you think we are becoming 
more accepting of our sexuality because of 
these pop culture influences? 

Susan Wright from the National Coalition 
for Sexual Freedom had a great quote: 

"Fifty Shades was the BDSM community's 
Stonewall, and nobody got hurt." I think 
there is a major cultural shift regarding 
sexuality that's happening right now, and 
unfortunately as with any cultural shift there 
is also backlash. So as Amnesty International 
proposes the decriminalization of sex work, 
anti-sex work advocates get louder about 
sex trafficking. As the Ashley Madison 
hack happens, we have the religious right 
come forward moralizing about sex/porn 
"addiction." Every action in the universe 
has an equal but opposite reaction, which 
makes this a particularly trying time to be 
on the front lines of any cultural battle. But I 
believe we are shifting forward. It's just that 
there's a going to be a lot of growing pains 
to deal with. 
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top || alexis 
skirt || zadig & voltaire 
boots || giuseppe zanoti
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Has your experience on the show helped you 
grow as an artist or in your personal life?
Yes! I have grown so much as an artist and 
an actress in so many ways.

 
You get to showcase many of your talents 
through the show. What came first for you? 
Music or acting?
Music was first. I sang in youth choir and 
school, soon after that I got into acting 
and fell in love with it. For me, they both 
compliment each other so well and I am 
fortunate to play a character that sings and 
dances...all my loves rolled into one! 

 
How have things evolved for you career-wise 
and personally since you got into the industry?
Wow, I mean in so many ways. On a career 
level, the show has opened so may doors 
for me, in my acting and singing and even 
in fashion. 

On a personal level, it has evolved on 
a different level where it has opened my 
eyes to so much of the world and things 
going on here at home. Going to schools 
and talking to the kids who are my peers 
or younger and just being able to inspire 
or help someone less fortunate. The 
gratification from that alone has made 
this journey so worth it.  

 
As a multi-talented artist, what are some of 
the things that inspire you creatively? 
Life, my friends, boyfriend drama (lol), all 
genres of music, movies. I’m influenced 

very easily by life in general and applying 
that to my creative space. I’m young and 
evolving daily, so it’s pretty exciting for me to 
look back even a month ago and be totally 
surprised how my tastes have changed... 

 
What is your personal music style like? Does it 
differ from that of the show?
Its actually similar to the show. I love to 
dance and perform so I love upbeat 
tempos. But one side of me that no one has 
been able to see is my sultry side. I love a 
great ballad so I would say that’s the one 
that people  haven’t seen yet.

 
We’ve heard a lot about you and Taylor Swift 
recently. Can you tell us how you both began 
working together and what led up to the VMAs 
and your show together in Chicago?
We began working together on the set of 
Bad Blood and became really good friends. 
The performance in Chicago was amazing. 
She asked me to perform with her in Chica-
go and I was honored and happy to do so! 

We love seeing the two of you working together. 
Can we expect to see more collaboration from 
you in the future?
That would be amazing, but we are in 
totally different stages in our careers at this 
moment. It would be epic though and so 
fun, she’s an amazing person.

 Are there any artists that you would love to 
collaborate with, film or music-wise?
OMG YES! My fantasy film choices are Halle 
Berry, Will Smith, Jennifer Aniston, Michael B. 
Jordan so many more! 

 
Now that Empire is gaining momentum and 
you’re being recognized as a triple-threat, can 
you tell us what’s next for you?
Right now I’m in the studio recording and 
working on getting my first single out first 
quarter 2016. On the acting side, focusing 
on the show and auditioning for movies.

Stay tuned....;)

Going to schools and 
talking to the kids 
who are my peers 
or younger and just 
being able to inspire 
or help someone less 
fortunate. 
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suit || moschino 
shoe || nora gensen
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dress || elizabeth & james

shoes || tamara melon / gucci
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top || emilio puccishoe
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dress || balmain

shoes || stuart weitzman
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dress || proenza schouler 
shoes || stuart weitzman
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et for some, like those with the indecisive mind much like myself, a 
typical day of shopping can go like a little like this:

"Oh whoa, this top’s cute, I need it."

"Wait, no I don't."

"Do I?"

"What if I don’t buy it?"

"Shit, someone else might get it if I don’t."

"Then it’ll be gone. Forever."

"Okay fine, I'll just buy it."

THE FOLLOWING DAY:
"Wait, why did I buy this dumb ugly thing? I’m never going to wear it."

Ah, yes. Shopping. 

With impulsive shopping comes the inevitable:

Ah, shopping. A fun activity to help take your mind off of situations 
that got you down, hence the term, "Retail Therapy.” Shopping 
can make you feel as if you are building a better you; one slight 
addition to your wardrobe and you can completely change your 
look and bring some good ol' confidence back into your life.  

Y

by candice engel

THE RETURN.
The Return is a hobby. And my logic is- it’s 
a job. I make an effort, I am present, and in 
the end, I receive money.

Okay, clearly I'm aware that I am being 
refunded money. Yet the fact of the matter 
is, there is more money in my Chase 
account after the return than there was this 
morning. Therefore, I am earning money. 
This also eases the guilt that comes along 
with spending and purchasing overpriced 
material items. As a result, I am working on 
my days off and being frugal. Honestly, this 
isn't exactly fun. If I don’t put the effort into 
bringing back whatever useless thing 

I bought, the receipt will go missing and 
the 14-day return policy will expire, leaving 
me with more junk. Junk which will soon 
multiply and become clutter. Clutter that 
will make you feel inclined to start an eBay 
account or have a yard sale. All things 
that require so much effort. So for those 
intense moments of do or die purchasing, 
I’ve come up with strategies in order to 
avoid working a second “job” and having to 

WHEN 
SHOPPING  & OCD COLLIDE
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deal with a lump of rejected clothes. Here’s 
some tactics I try to utilize whenever I enter 
the depths of the Shopper Center:

TAKE PHOTOS & TORMENT YOUR FRIENDS 
WITH YOUR MEANINGLESS DILEMMAS:
If time permits, I will take photos of the 
items in question and send each of them 
to my very close, non-judgmental pals 
asking for extremely urgent, emergency 
level advice. One of my good friends 
does this as well. Here’s his, “Which Shoe 
Should I Mail Back to Amazon?" pic that 
came into my phone in a time of serious 
and dire straits.

I was very empathetic of his plight, 
for I had found myself in a similar 
predicament only a few days earlier 
when I thought I could make room in 
my life for a yellow plaid skirt. He quickly 
reminded me that I should probably 
never make room for that, and he was 
indeed correct. Therefore, I owed him. 
His intention initially was to keep one 

pair, yet in the end, he kept both. Why? 
Because he asked indecisive me,  
that’s why.

SHOP SAFE
That’s why I now shop safe. When I 
say safe, I mean I buy clothes in the 
way I would buy water bottles in bulk 
from a Costco prior to a major weather 
epidemic. I will buy the same tank top, in 
the same color, 4 more times. Why? God 
forbid it gets lost, wrinkled, or it ’s in the 
laundry bin when I really want to wear it. 
I now have several back-up versions of 
the one thing I actually like. If I am fond 
of something I also make it a thing to 
purchase it in every color available.

PUT ITEM IN QUESTION ON HOLD
Put it on hold and slowly walk away from 
it. See if you miss it when you’re gone. If 
you forget about it, it wasn’t worth it and 
now you can move on. Treat it in a similar 
fashion to the way you would with some 

TIP: 
If I am fond of 
something I also 
make it a thing to 
purchase it in every 
color available.

iffy dude on a first date. Are you going 
to go home with a guy who has a sort 
of cute face but you’re not entirely sure 
because he has a 90’s goatee in the 
way? Probably not, right? You see, you 
don’t necessarily need to go home with 
it and wake up the next day confused as 
shit because it ’s not your type. And the 
cool thing is, you can put it aside and it 
won’t leave with someone else because 
it is stuck behind the counter with your 
name on it.

With all that being said, now you know 
how to shop safely and with less fear of 
loss. Truth of the matter is, buying stuff 
you don't need is one giant hassle. You 
should never be so overwhelmed that 
the act of ridding these things from 
your possession is more grueling of a 
task then accumulating them. Here's the 
thing: If you’re not going to love it and 
feel great with it in your life, why bother? 
You should be proud of everything 
you’ve earned that way in the end, you 
will be content with the life you created 
for yourself. I got real deep there over 
clothes, but if I didn't you might've been 
stuck being "That Chick Who Keeps 
Having All the Yard Sales."
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GIFT IDEAS & P ICKS

FOR HER
Need a last minute inspiration for a special 
woman in your life? From makeup to handbags 
you’ll find plenty of brilliant gifts for her here.

BOX OF FLOWERS SOAPS 
Nothing gives your mood a lift 

like a bouquet of fresh flowers or 
a bunch of chocolates, now get 

the same from your soap. 

$28EXPRESS LIP GLOSS 
BARELY PINK & BURGANDY

Get soft kissable lips in just one 
swipe with beaufiful colors that 

give a delicious luster.  

$13

VINTAGE CHAIN STRAP CLUTCH
We can’t live without this vintage 

style clutch. The croc print texture 
and detachable chain make it a 

simple way to nail your look.  

$48

STONE CLUSTER EARRINGS
A spray of baguette and navette 
stones form a sparkling cluster 

on each lobe. 

$23
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FRINGED HOBO BAG WITH  
CHAIN HANDLE

Carry it by its chain handle on 
social occasions, or use the 

cross-body removable shoulder 
strap while walking across town. 

$70

KATE SPADE THERMAL MUG
Keep your hot coco warm this 

winter with a fashionable  
thermal mug.  

$18

CLEO WALLET ON A CHAIN
This sleek wallet is roomy enough 
for your cards and phone. Take it 

anywhere. 

$145

TWISTED KNIT BEADED HEAD WRAP
Want a head adornment that’s 
cold weather-cozy? This wide 

ribbed knit head wrap will  
do just that.

$25
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MAC ‘ENCHANTED EVE - COPPER’ SET
A captivating face always strikes 
the right note, so play it cool in 
hues that are all attitude with 
M∙A∙C Enchanted Eve Face 

Compacts. 

$40

SMASHBOX ‘ART.LOVE.COLOR’ 
STUDIO SET

A seriously giftable set of our 
studio bestsellers for lids,  

lashes and lips. 

$39

LANCOME ‘BEAUTY BOX - WARM’
Receive 11 full-size best-selling 
Lancôme items plus a deluxe 

skincare sample, cosmetics bag, 
train case and artistry guide. 

$60
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IVORY PLAID BLANKET SCARF 
This ivory and plaid scarf gives 

you the down south vibe without 
being there. 

$30

METALLIC OBLONG SCARF
Neutral and lightweight with 

a generous amount of subtle 
sparkle, this scarf gives you 

limitless styling options. 

$30

REVERSIBLE DOUBLE PLAID  
BLANKET SCARF

Flip between the houndstooth 
and classic plaids, or twist them 

over for a dynamic look. 

$50
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REBECCA MINKOFF ‘TASSEL KEY FOB’
Attach this leather key FOB to 

your keychain or clip it onto your 
bag to add a whimsy accent. 

$45

FAUX SUEDE CHAIN  
STRAP SHOULDER BAG 

A structured bag with polished 
metal details and the laid-back 
elegance of suede in a not-too-
big size that makes it ideal for 

essentials. 

$50

BAREMINERALS  
‘FABLED FAVORITES’ SET

Need to update your makeup 
get this 7-piece collection of bare 

beauty obsessions.

$24

BLACK 2-IN-1 LAYERED GLOVES 
Make a sweet show of hands  

this winter with this  
convertible option. 

$30
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GRADUATED SPIKE NECKLACE
Shows off your neck when 

you wear this graduated spike 
neckalce. 

$40

MIXED RHINESTONE AND BOX CHAIN 
FRINGE NECKLACE 

Pairs well with your favorite party 
dress or take it to the edge with 
your favorite tee and destroyed 

denim jeans.

$60

EXPRESS COLORBLOCK  
BLANKET SCARF

Wrap it around your neck for a 
super warm, super big effect or 
drape it over your shoulders at 

work or dinner. 

$40

MASON WALLET
This wallet will keep the 

essentials safe and stylish. 

$95
1
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GIFT IDEAS & P ICKS

FOR HIM
Need that last minute inspiration for that special 
man in your life? From scarfs to socks you’ll find 
the perfect gift for him.

GIORGIO ARMANI ACQUA DI GIÒ 
PROFUMO EAU DE PARFUM SPRAY
This profumo is sophisticated 

and intensely masculine, an ode 
to freshness as sea meets rock. 

$130

SHAVE BOX SET
Upgrade your shaving routines 

with this boxed set. 

$58

 STANCE SOCKS
These socks are creative and 

comfy that keep you warm and 
stylish.

$14
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BURBERRY HERITAGE CHECK 
CASHMERE SCARF

Keep your neck warm this winter 
with this fashionable  

scarf.  

$475

EQUATION GEEK WATCH
Regular numbers? Those are for 
amateurs. Bring your inner geek 

out with this timepiece. 

$68

ANDREW STEWART JURA CLUNES’ 
CASHMERE SCARF 

A basic shirt can look fresh and 
updated with a scarf wrapped 

around.

$150

HANSEL FROM BASEL SOCKS
Keep your tools warm this winter 

with this patterned socks

 

$18
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FITBIT ‘SURGE’ FITNESS WATCH
Stay fit and train smarter with this 

fitness tracker.  

$18

KIEHL’S ‘MEN’S MUST-HAVES’ 
COLLECTION

An ideal mix of classic Kiehl’s 
Men’s products for the on-the-go 

man who wants the best for  
his skin.

$39

DIOR HOMME EAU FOR MEN COFFRET
A fresh woody fragrance with 

a masculine and sophisticated 
signature.

$119

DELUXE SHAVE SET
Enjoy the soothing ceremony of a 
straight razor shave at home with 

this beautiful shaving set. 

$130

VALENTINO ‘UOMO’ SET
Smell great for that special 

person in your life, or just for you.

$87
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MAPLE WOOD WATCH
Miss the great outdoors?  

Take it with you.  

$140

MOVADO ‘LARGE BOLD’ WATCH 
Stay bold and classy with the 

simple and elegant design of this 
watch 

$595

TERRA TIME WATCH
This watch takes weartable art 

to a new level with the beautifully 
designer face. 

$145

ORA MAJOR CONSTELLATIONS WATCH
Bringing the joy of stargazing 

down to earth with this timepiece. 

$135

KATE SPADE THERMAL MUG
Keep your hot coco warm this 

winter with a fashionable  
thermal mug.  

$18

POLO RALPH LAUREN ARGYLE SOCKS
These antimicrobial socks are 

constructed with a seamless toe 
for added comfort.

$23
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BOSE SOUNDLINK BLUETOOTH 
MOBILE SPEAKER III

If you want to dance to your 
favorite music anywhere, this 
wireless bluetooth speaker is 

for you. 

$299

POLAROID CUBE - SPORTS LIFESTYLE 
ACTION VIDEO CAMERA

With a magnet on the bottom, 
the Polaroid Cube is designed to 
stick with you. Pop one on your 

helmet, skateboard, or any metal 
surface and roll with the fun. 

$150

GIFT IDEAS & P ICKS

FOR EVERYONE
When it comes closer to the Holidays, everyone 
needs an extra idea or three for gifts, and maybe 
even some new toys for yourself, because after all 
you have been very good this year! 

AREAWARE IPHONE ALARM DOCK
Remember your grandparents’ 
clock, now meet the upgrade 

using your iphone display. 
Recharge your phone with you 

are catching some z’s 

$24
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FUJIFILM INSTAX SHARE 
SMARTPHONE PRINTER

It’s like having your very own 
Polaroid camera, except with  

your phone.

 
$180

FLAVOR INFUSER WATER BOTTLE
Give your water a twist with this 

flavor infuser water bottle. 

$35

BEATS BY DR. DRE SOLO 2 

HEADPHONES
The sound and design you’ve 
come to expect from Beats is 

now matched by a refined glossy 
finish and polished accents. 

$200

‘YAY, BOOM, CHEERS’ SHOT GLASSES
Celebrate with this 2oz shot 

glasses 

$14

GILDED PORTABLE CHARGER
Battery Low? No problem, grab 

this for a charge on the go. 

$40
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DEEP SEA SAND ART
Put this on your desk and watch 
them evolve with a new creation 

with each turn.

 
$90

BROOKSTONE WIRELESS FITNESS 
EARPHONES

Want to go running without the 
cords? Try these on for size.

 
$60

HAPPY PLUGS EARBUD HEADPHONES
Play your happy music with these 
beautifully crafted headphones.

$30

LEVTEX CABLE KNIT THROW BLANKET 
WITH PLUSH REVERSE

Keep warm this winter with your 
new favorite blanket 

$69

NORDIC TEA LIGHT TROUGH
A long winter can be a forbidding 

place, with frosty nights 
seemingly stretching on for 

months, let this trough light your 
path.

$40
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DESKTOP SAND WINDOWS
Bring some nature inside with 
this desktop sand windows 

 
$90

BROOKSTONE ACTIVE NOISE 
CANCELLING HEADPHONES

Need to get away, but can’t? 
Try this Noise Cancelling 

Headphones to make your  
great escape 

$100

THUMBS UP PANORAMIC PIC  
POD MOUNT

Let the photographer in you 
out with this gaget. This niffty 

device will help you take perfect 
panoramic shots with your 

iphone.  

$29

SECRET PATH LUMINAIRE LAMP
Go to your zen place with this 
Asian influenced accent lamp 

lighting your way. 

$150

‘HOLIDAY TACKLE BOX’  
CANDY ASSORTMENT

This assorted candy box can 
help you or a loved one survive 

any holiday. 

$28
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MOSCHINO ‘LOONEY TUNES’ 
Tweety’ Combat Boot 

$795

UGG® AUSTRALIA
’Charlee’ Shearling Cuff Bootie

 
$250

 

NICHOLAS KIRKWOOD 
‘Polly Neige’ Snow Boot

$1395

DELMAN
‘Minka’ Genuine Shearling  

Cuff Boot

 
$548

CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN
‘Faolo’ Platform Bootie

 
$1595

 

CHLOÉ
Heather’ Genuine Shearling & 

Genuine Coyote Fur Wedge Boot

 
$1295

GENUINE SHEARLING 
Ankle Bootie 

 
$1650

RAG & BONE 
 ’Newbury’ Bootie 

 
$525

BALENCIAGA 
Chelsea Boot 

$1485

BOOTS 
by vincent midnight

TORY BURCH
’Melinda’ Riding Boot

 
$595

STUART WEITZMAN
 ’Rockerchic’ Tall Suede Boot

$698

STUART WEITZMAN
 ‘Highland’ Over the Knee Boot 

 
$798
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CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN
’Sweet Charity’ Spiked Calfskin 

Shoulder Bag 

$1395

SAINT LAURENT
‘Mini Monogram Vernis’  

Handbag 

$1550

ALEXANDER MCQUEEN
‘Mini Heroine’ Handbag

 
$2695

 

PROENZA SCHOULER
‘Medium PS1’ Satchel 

$1780

MARK CROSS 
‘Grace - Large’ Saffiano Calfskin 

Box Trunk

 
$2495

MICHAEL KORS
‘Medium Gracie’ Leather Satchel

 
$1190

 

VALENTINO
‘My Rockstud - Small’ Stripe 

Leather Satchel

 
$3545

SALVATORE FERRAGAMO 
‘Small Amy’ Calfskin Tote 

$1250

BURBERRY 
’Medium Banner’ House Check 

Leather Tote.   

$1495

MARK CROSS 
‘Small Grace’ Saffiano Leather 

Box Trunk 

$1995

HANDBAGS 
by vincent midnight

GIVENCHY
‘Medium Antigona’ Sugar  

Leather Satchel 

$2435

MARK CROSS 
‘Small Grace’ Saffiano Leather 

Box Trunk 

$1995
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VALENTINO
‘Rockstud’ T-Strap Pump

 
$1445

STEVE MADDEN
‘Klassssy’ Pointy Toe Pump

$120

MIU MIU  
Block Heel Platform Sandal

 
$650

GUCCI
‘Gisele’ Platform Pump 

 
$670

JIMMY CHOO
 ‘Abel’ Pump

$595

DOLCE & GABBANA
Embellished Mary Jane Pump

 
$1495

FENDI 
‘Anne’ Pointy Toe Pump 

$650

J.W.ANDERSON 
Loafer

 
$1135

 

GIUSEPPE ZANOTTI  
‘Coline’ Sandal

$1595

CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN
‘Pigalle Follies’ Dégradé Pointy  

Toe Pump

 
$745

CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN
‘Electropump’ Spiked  

Platform Pump

 
$1295

 

PRADA
Chunky Heel Sandal 

 
$850

CHLOÉ 
Scalloped Pump

 
$550

CHARLOTTE OLYMPIA 
‘Dolly’ Platform Pump 

$895

SHOES 
by vincent midnight
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THE ELDER STATESMAN
Fingerless Gloves 

 
$425

ROSETTA GETTY
‘Granny Square’ Mixed Media Hat

$550

WOMMELSDORFF  
Stella Beanie

 
$375

MISCHA LAMPERT
Triple Trouble 3 Hat

 
$395

STELLA MCCARTNEY
Faux-Fur Trapper Hat

$475

BURBERRY 
’Jenny - House Check’ Touch 

Tech Leather Gloves

$375

LANVIN 
Fringed Suede Gloves

$490

ALBERTUS SWANEPOEL
Faux Fur Aztlan Fez

 
$350

 

RAG & BONE  
Floppy Brim Fedora

$195

BURBERRY
’Helene’ Cashmere & Wool  

Pocket Scarf

 
$995

BARNEYS NEW YORK
Rabbit Fur Fingerless Gloves

$100
 

RAG & BONE  
Lambskin Moto Gloves 

 
$255

EUGENIA KIM 
’Mimi’ Beanie with Genuine Fox 

Fur Pompoms

 
$225

JENNIFER OUELLETTE
Boyfriend Trilby 

$365

ACCESSORIES 
by vincent midnight
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TOD’S
Vallet Parking Key Chain

$225

GIVENCHY  
Obsedia Key-Ring Lanyard

$590

FENDI
Big Apple Keychain

$850

BOTTEGA VENETA 

Intrecciato Nappa Key Ring

$200

CACHEMIRE 
Toiletry Case

 
$625

LANVIN 
Fringed Suede Gloves

$490

BOLDRINI SELLERIA
Gusseted Portfolio

$565
 

COMME DES GARÇONS  
Luxury Leather Small Zip Pouch 

$175

MARK CROSS
Folding Card Case

$275
 

COMME DES GARÇONS 
Super Fluorescent Small Zip Pouch 

$105

SAINT LAURENT 
Card case

$245

BALENCIAGA
Arena Classic Clip L 

$595

L ITTLE LEATHER THINGS 
by vincent midnight
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kleid || maje! 
ohrenringe || swarovski! 
halskette || versace by hm

Golden
Twenties

1
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photography / editing || hannes kirchhof 
model || aiyana de vree 

hair and make up artist ||  nina tatavitto 
styling || amanda samantha brooks 

styling || laura zanni 
photographer’s assistants || corinne robmann 

photographer’s assistants || tabita walther 
location || konzert theater bern

Golden
Twenties
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kleid || phase eight by manor ! 

tasche || diane von fürstenberg! 

A rmband || Swarovski! 

turban ||  v intage
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shapejupe || maidenform by globus! 
pelzjacke || luisa cerano by jelmoli! 
brille || miu miu! 
haarschmuck || caroline felber switzerland! 
bh || tmplicite! 
kette || chanel ! 
ohrenring / ring || esprit !
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kleid || maje! 
ohrenringe || swarovski! 
halskette || versace by hm
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top || dotti‘s vintage! 
panty || simone péréle! 
kette || chanel ! 
schuhe || zara ! 
armreifen || swarovski
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kleid || phase eight by manor ! 

tasche || diane von fürstenberg! 

A rmband || Swarovski! 

turban ||  v intage
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negligé || stella mccartney by globus! 
strümpfe || fogal ! 
kette || swarovski! 
ohrenringe || dotti‘s vintage! 
schuhe || zara
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top || dotti‘s vintage! 
panty || simone péréle! 
kette || chanel ! 
schuhe || zara ! 
armreifen || swarovski
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shapejupe || maidenform by globus! 
pelzjacke || luisa cerano by jelmoli! 

brille || miu miu! 
haarschmuck || caroline felber switzerland! 

bh || tmplicite! 
kette || chanel ! 

ohrenring / ring || esprit !
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negligé || stella mccartney by globus! 
strümpfe || fogal ! 
kette || swarovski! 
ohrenringe || dotti‘s vintage! 
schuhe || zara
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top || dotti‘s vintage! 
panty || simone péréle! 
kette || chanel ! 
schuhe || zara ! 
armreifen || swarovski
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Provoked

photography / editing || hannes kirchhof 
art director fashion shooting || jacqueline penza 
hair & make-up || youngblood cosmetics 
model || alexandra by fotogen model management  
assistant photographer || jeannine gloor  
assistant photographer || jason kleeb 
editing || jeannine kirchhof 
location || kameha grand zürich (burlesque suite)

beauty || youngblood mineral cosmetics 
whip || l iquorice
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top || the lingerie collective
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mask || agent provocateur 
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gloves || agent provocateur 
latex skirt || william wilde
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body || the lingerie collective 
whip || l iquorice 
gloves || agent provocateur 
holdups stockings || hunkemoller
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mask || agent provocateur 
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skirt || leather gucci 
top || v intage 
high heels || rhinestone 
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body || confidentielles 
handcuffs || agent provocateur 
holdups stockings || stessonline
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full body tights || yandy
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jennifer premori 
coat || hugo boss 
dress || hugo boss 
shoes || mai piu senza 
glasses || gucci 
jewelry || tomas sabo /swarovski 
hat || seeberger 
bag || windsor

elmin keranovic 
veston || hugo boss 

trousers || hugo boss 
hemd || hugo boss 

case || lobetrotter by jelmoli 
traveling bag || serapian by jelmoli
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jennifer premori 
dress || comma 
cape || me and me by jelmoli 
jewelry || swarovski 
shoes || navyboot 
bag || hugo boss 
scarf || fraas by jelmoli 
gloves || roeckl

elmin keranovic 
veston || hugo boss 
trousers || hugo boss 
coat || hugo boss 
shoes || hugo boss 
hat || armani by jelmoli
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elmin keranovic 
veston || hugo boss 

shirt || hugo boss 
trousers || windsor 

tie || fiorio milano by jelmoli 
belt || orciani by jelmoli 

pochette || profuomo by jelmoli 
shoes || navyboot
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jennifer premori 
coat || hugo boss 

l ingerie || agent provocateur 
jewelry || comma
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jennifer premori 
coat || hugo boss 
dress || hugo boss 
shoes || mai piu senza 
glasses || gucci 
jewelry || tomas sabo /swarovski 
hat || seeberger 
bag || windsor

elmin keranovic 
veston || hugo boss 
trousers || hugo boss 
hemd || hugo boss 
case || lobetrotter by jelmoli 
traveling bag || serapian by jelmoli
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jennifer premori 
l ingerie || wolford 

dress || akris by gassmnan 
jacket || akris by gassmann 

shoes || desiena 
bag || akris by gassmann 

ring || alexander vauthier by gassmann 
hat || edc 

jewelry || swarovski 

elmin keranovic 
veston || hugo boss 

hemd || hugo boss 
trousers || windsor 

tie || fiorio milano by jelmoli 
belt || orciani by jelmoli 

pochette || profuomo by jelmoli 
shoes || navyboot
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jennifer premori 
coat || hugo boss 
l ingerie || agent provocateur 
jewelry || comma
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jennifer premori 
coat || windsor 
scarf || comma 

blouse || hallhuber 
shorts || hallhuber 

jewelry || tomas sabo / swarovski 
bag || hugo boss 

boots || greymerby by jelmoli

elmin keranovic 
veston || hugo boss 

shirt || hugo boss 
trousers || windsor 

tie || fiorio milano by jelmoli
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blouse || comma 
rousers || comma 
bra || agent provocateur
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swimsuit || kinsman swimwear 
coverup ||  jesse j collections 

necklace || gotroxx 
rings || charlie lapson 

earrings || charlie lapson 
bracelet || charlie lapson 

shoes || boohoo

elmin keranovic 
veston || hugo boss 

trousers || hugo boss 
pullover || hugo boss

jennifer premori 
pelt veste || comma 
jewelry || comma /tomas sabo /swarovski
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swimsuit || shalaya 
sunglasses || christian dior 
bracelet || charlie lapson 
rings || charlie lapson 
earrings || chan luu 
body chain || chan luu

elmin keranovic 
veston || hugo boss 

shirt || hugo boss 
trousers || windsor 

tie || fiorio milano by jelmoli 
belt || orciani by jelmoli 

pochette || profuomo by jelmoli 
shoes || navyboot

jennifer premori 
veston || hugo boss 

shirt || hugo boss 
trousers || windsor 

tie || fiorio milano by jelmoli 
belt || orciani by jelmoli 

pochette || profuomo by jelmoli 
shoes || navyboot
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aris is located in the north 
central part of the country and 

has a population of approximately 2.2 
million people. Part of the attraction 
to Paris is the nature of it being 
a hub for education, business, 
science, politics, fashion, shopping, 
arts and media.  What stands out 
however is the historical and cultural 
heritage that goes deep and wide. 
When visiting Paris, there are many 
glorious sights to see of which we will 
highlight a few as there are too many 
to capture them all.

DOME OF THE INVALIDES
Avenue Nicholas II looking towards 
the Dome of the Invalides is probably 
one of the most recognizable Domes 
ever. The dome itself is 107 meters 
high, making it one of the tallest 
monuments in Paris. It is centrally 
placed to reflect honor for many of 

Once upon a time, there was a little girl and she had big dreams.  
These dreams included destinations to faraway places that many can 
only imagine.  In these dreams, there were cities of beauty, culture, 
lifestyle, sights, and history.  To have the chance to bring the reality 
of those dreams to life…this is the dream of numerous individuals not 
just little girls and one such city that calls to those souls to be visited 
is Paris, the largest city and capital of France…our destination today.  

P

by eva louis, writer for film & fashion futures

EIFFEL TOWER
One of the most famous locations in Paris 
that dreamers and lovers often want to 
experience is the Eiffel Tower at Champ 
de Mars in Paris. The tower was built by 
Gustave Eiffel in 1889 for the World Fair 
where it has been remembered as the 
star attraction. It held the title as the 
tallest man-made structure for 41 years. 
There are two main levels for visitors. It 
is approximately 300 steps to the first 
level and then another 300 steps to 
the second level. Each of those levels 
actually includes a restaurant for visitors.  
There is a third level however, this is only 
assessable via lift and is not normally 
available to the public for viewing.  

NOTRE DAME DE PARIS 
Notre Dame de Paris is one of the 
most prominent examples of Gothic 
architecture in both France and in  
Europe. The naturalism of its sculptures 
and stained glass are in contrast with earlier 
Romanesque architecture. The Cathedral 
was built in 1163 with the new gothic style 
and had to reflect Paris’s status as the 
capital of the Kingdom France. It was also 
the first cathedral built on a monumental 
scale and became the prototype for future 
cathedrals in France, like the cathedrals of 
Amiens, Chartres or Rheims. Notre Dame 
surpasses the Eiffel Tower as the most 
visited monument in Paris and France. 

FONTAINE SAINT MICHEL 
The beautiful and lovely monument of 
Fontaine Saint Michel is located at Place 
Saint-Michel in the 5th arrondissement 
in Paris. It was constructed in 1858-1860 
during the French Second Empire by the 
architect Gabriel Davioud. A noticeable 
sculpture that depicts Archangel 
Michael and the devil, by Francisque-
Joseph Duret, is the centerpiece of the 
Fontaine Saint-Michel.

From locations to experiences, Paris 
Fashion Week (PFW) accentuates the 
beauty that Paris contains and exudes 
through its fashion and style. Once a year 
fashionistas from all over the world travel to 
Paris to follow the trends and set the tone 
for each major season. During that week, 
the Parisian streets transform to a runway 
as the most stylish and top of the industry 
individuals attend the breathtaking 
fashion shows. Designers, fashion houses, 
labels and others enjoy seeing the spring 
/ summer and the autumn (fall) / winter 
collections. This is one of those once in 
a lifetime experiences where dreams can 
become reality.

So for those that believe, dreams can 
come true, Paris awaits you.

DESTINATION PARIS
A CITY OF DREAMS

the country’s war Heroes via the complex 
buildings of 15 courtyards. The inside of 
the dome was painted by Charles de La 
Fosse, disciple of 18th century well-known 
French painter, Charles Le Brun.

LOUVRE MUSEUM
Another central landmark in Paris is 
the Louvre Museum which is a historic 
monument as well as the national museum 
of France. It is located on the Right Bank 
of the Seine in the 1st (neighborhood). 
arrondissement. It is known to be the most 
visited museum in the world and possibly 
the most famous one. There are almost 
35,000 objects exhibited from the 6th 
millennium BC to the 19th century AD.  The 
museum is housed in the Louvre Palace 
(Palais du Louvre) which began as a 
fortress built in the late 12th century under 
Philip II. Remnants of the original fortress 
are still visible. 
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